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With increased pressure to do everything faster and more cost effectively, legal professionals are turning to the secure
cloud to maximize their eDiscovery process now more than ever.

Full Control Over the eDiscovery Process
RICOH eDiscovery On Demand powered by VenioOne is a user-friendly, secure cloud-based solution that allows you to
fully control the eDiscovery process. You can select the services you want and upload Electronically Stored Information
(ESI) for processing, analysis, review and production. You’ll receive notifications as your projects move through the
automated production workflow, and with our powerful new analysis and review functionality, you can now interact with
and filter your documents for greater insight and maximum efficiency.

Web-Based Access Anywhere, Anytime

Why eDiscovery On Demand?

As a web-based solution, eDiscovery On Demand is available to you 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. You’ll have full access to the
services you need from anywhere you can get online. And, by creating
custom templates, you can standardize your eDiscovery process around
the globe.

• Anywhere, anytime availability
• Easy-to-use user interface
• Industry leading security in the
Microsoft® Azure™ Cloud
• Automatic alerts and status updates
• Data analysis and review functionality

Secure eDiscovery in the Cloud
We know that legal professionals are held to the highest levels of security,
yet still want to experience the mobility and flexibility of the cloud.
That’s why eDiscovery On Demand is hosted within the industry leading
Microsoft® Azure™ environment. Not only is your data encrypted as it
moves over the network, but also while it resides (or rests) in storage –
reducing the need to worry about confidentiality.

You may also be interested in:
•
•
•
•

Managed Review Services
eDiscovery Services
Digital Forensic Services
eDiscovery Hosting Technology

RICOH eDiscovery On Demand
Information On Demand
Instead of flipping between multiple systems, RICOH eDiscovery On Demand allows you to get the answers you
need within one easy-to-navigate user interface. Simply login to view your dashboard for a quick snapshot of key
information about your data, including visual representations and status summaries, or dig deeper with data analysis
and detailed reports.

Analysis and Review
eDiscovery On Demand gives you the ability to leverage powerful
technology to analyze, search and review your data before production.
The intuitive workflow lets you efficiently reduce the data set. Filter by
keywords, date, file type, and duplications, so that only the most relevant
documents are produced.

Our easy-to-use and intuitive workflow
provides access to leading technologies
without any overhead investment.

Alerts and Status Updates
Set up automatic alerts and receive up-to-the-minute notifications on your projects as they move through the eDiscovery
process.

Hosted eDiscovery Technology
Ricoh also offers a comprehensive suite of powerful hosted technology solutions. Using a consultative approach, your
Ricoh eDiscovery Specialist will work with you to find a solution to meet your unique needs, supported by our trusted
Project Management Team and eDiscovery experts.
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